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Abstract—This paper reports on the first demonstration of a 1.05 GHz microelectromechanical (MEMS) oscillator based on lateral-field-excited (LFE) piezoelectric Aluminum Nitride (AlN) contour-mode resonators. The oscillator shows a phase noise level of –81 dBc/Hz at 1 kHz offset frequency and a phase noise floor of –146 dBc/Hz, which satisfies the GSM requirements of Ultra High Frequency (UHF) local oscillators (LO). The circuit was fabricated in the AMIS 0.5 μm CMOS process, with the oscillator core consuming only 3.5 mW static power. A simple two-mask process was used to fabricate the LFE AlN resonators from 843 MHz to 1.64 GHz with high Q (up to 2,200) and k_t^2 (up to 1.2%). This process further relaxes manufacturing tolerances and improves yield. All these advantages make it suitable for post-CMOS integrated on-chip direct GHz frequency synthesis in reconfigurable multi-band wireless communications.

I. INTRODUCTION

Oscillator development based on MicroElectroMechanical Systems (MEMS) has recently drawn significant attention, since MEMS resonators can provide CMOS compatibility and multi-frequency operation on a single chip [1, 2]. With either electrostatic [3, 4] or piezoelectric [5, 6] transduction, MEMS resonators have been recently demonstrated to simultaneously attain high quality factor (Q > 1,000) and high operating frequencies up to GHz. However, due to the relatively small electromechanical coupling coefficient (k_t^2 < 0.6%) and large motional resistance, no GHz MEMS oscillator has been demonstrated using laterally vibrating resonators.

In the work reported in this paper, significant progress has been made towards the first demonstration of a 1.05 GHz oscillator based on lateral-field-excited (LFE) piezoelectric Aluminum Nitride (AlN) contour-mode MEMS resonators (Fig. 1). By depositing a piezoelectric AlN layer directly on Silicon wafers and making the film thickness T equal to approximately 0.45 times the desired wavelength of operation [7], both the material quality (therefore resonator Q) and k_t^2 have been optimized without being negatively affected by the quality of bottom metal films. In this way, simultaneous high Q (up to 2,200) and k_t^2 (up to 1.2%) have been achieved from 843 MHz to 1.64 GHz for LFE AlN resonators without a floating bottom electrode [5]. This solution makes the design of GHz MEMS oscillators with low power consumption possible. The demonstrated 1.05 GHz oscillator shows a phase noise of –81 dBc/Hz at 1 kHz offset frequency with a DC power consumption of 3.5 mW. The integrated circuit (IC) that is wire-bonded to the LFE AlN resonators was fabricated in the AMIS 0.5 μm CMOS process.

II. PIEZOELECTRIC LFE AlN RESONATOR

In our previous work, piezoelectric thickness-field-excited (TFE) AlN contour-mode resonators have been demonstrated to have high Q (up to 4,000) in air, low motional resistance (~ 25 Ω), and monolithically multiple frequencies of operation [5, 8]. Based on a similar fabrication process, piezoelectric RF MEMS switches have been monolithically integrated with TFE AlN resonators on the same silicon substrate [9]. TFE AlN resonators have also been used to demonstrate multi-frequency oscillators (176 – 482 MHz) for next-generation reconfigurable frequency reference and timing applications [2]. When the TFE scheme is pushed to higher frequencies (> GHz), the feature size of the electrodes decreases (GHz...
been a significant source of electrical resistance in TFE AlN film 
which is related to the bottom electrode deposition and the via etching (which has been determined to be a critical factor in reducing the overall performance of LFE AlN resonators). Furthermore, due to the intrinsic lower $k^2$ of LFE AlN (less than half of TFE) [7], the motional resistance of each of the sub-resonators (fingers) that form the device is higher than in TFE of comparable dimensions. Therefore, the overall device $Q$ of LFE resonators is less influenced by the electrical loss in the metal electrodes or substrate parasitics. This aspect of LFE AlN resonators relaxes the stringent requirement on metal resistivity for conducting electrodes and reduces their impact on device $Q$.

Therefore the idea of introducing LFE resonators without a floating bottom electrode is proposed to solve these problems. By depositing AlN directly on low-roughness Si wafers, the AlN thin film quality can be well controlled and optimized with current-day sputtering techniques. At the same time misalignment errors are greatly relaxed, since only one top metal layer is needed to excite the resonator. Based on this LFE scheme, AlN resonators have been demonstrated up to 10 GHz with the highest $fQ$ product (~ $4.6 \times 10^{12}$ Hz) ever reported for AlN contour-mode devices [6]. For oscillator applications, another important figure of merit (FoM) for resonator design is the $Qk^2$ product. This has been maximized in this work by making the film thickness $T$ equal to about 0.45 times the desired wavelength of operation [7], $\lambda$, as illustrated in Fig. 2. In this way, simultaneous high $Q$ (up to 2,200) and $k^2$ (up to 1.2%) have been achieved for LFE AlN resonators from 843 MHz to 1.64 GHz, as listed in Table I.

For the fabrication process, only two masks are needed: one for top electrode patterning and the other for AlN etching. Compared with the fabrication of TFE AlN resonators, the LFE scheme greatly reduces the number of steps, eliminates the bottom electrode deposition and the via etching (which has been a significant source of electrical resistance in TFE AlN resonators). Furthermore, due to the intrinsic lower $k^2$ of LFE AlN (less than half of TFE) [7], the motional resistance of each of the sub-resonators (fingers) that form the device is higher than in TFE of comparable dimensions. Therefore, the overall device $Q$ of LFE resonators is less influenced by the electrical loss in the metal electrodes or substrate parasitics. This aspect of LFE AlN resonators relaxes the stringent requirement on metal resistivity for conducting electrodes and reduces their impact on device $Q$.

Similarly, because parasitic electrical loss is negligible for LFE AlN resonators, the traditional Butterworth-Van Dyke (BVD) equivalent circuit model [10], instead of the Modified-BVD model [2], has been adopted to describe the electrical performance, as shown in Fig. 1. As an example, the measured admittance plot (magnitude and phase), the BVD model fitting curve, and the equivalent circuit parameters of an LFE AlN resonator at 1.17 GHz are given in Fig. 3.

The power handling capability of LFE resonators was also characterized. The electrical response of a 1.17 GHz device was measured for different driving power levels, and the magnitude of admittance was plotted in Fig. 4. As we can see, the critical driving power [11] before bifurcation occurs is between 2 and 4 dBm, which roughly corresponds to a critical driving current of 3 mA. Compared with the 222 MHz TFE AlN resonator demonstrated earlier [2], this 1.17 GHz LFE AlN contour-mode resonator has a lower (about 1/3) current handling capability. Intuitively, this can be explained by the smaller volume of the 1.17 GHz resonator. The power handling capability of this device can therefore be improved to the required level by adding more fingers (i.e., resonator volume) to the AlN resonator depending on the specific application of interest. On the other hand, another important factor that can be negatively affecting the power handling capability of the LFE AlN resonators is the non-uniform distribution of the current density, as shown in Fig. 5. This aspect requires further study and it is not addressed in this paper.

All the advantages, related to the elimination of the bottom metal layer deposition, flexibility in material selection (both

---

**TABLE I. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS OF LFE AlN RESONATORS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$f_s$ [GHz]</th>
<th>$Q_s$</th>
<th>$k^2$</th>
<th>$R_m$ [Ω]</th>
<th>$\lambda$ [μm]</th>
<th>$T$ [μm]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>1900</td>
<td>0.67%</td>
<td>425</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.05</td>
<td>1450</td>
<td>1.20%</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.17</td>
<td>2200</td>
<td>0.96%</td>
<td>135</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.30</td>
<td>1700</td>
<td>0.80%</td>
<td>143</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.64</td>
<td>1450</td>
<td>0.39%</td>
<td>330</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The power handling capability of LFE resonators was also characterized. The electrical response of a 1.17 GHz device was measured for different driving power levels, and the magnitude of admittance was plotted in Fig. 4. As we can see, the critical driving power [11] before bifurcation occurs is between 2 and 4 dBm, which roughly corresponds to a critical driving current of 3 mA. Compared with the 222 MHz TFE AlN resonator demonstrated earlier [2], this 1.17 GHz LFE AlN contour-mode resonator has a lower (about 1/3) current handling capability. Intuitively, this can be explained by the smaller volume of the 1.17 GHz resonator. The power handling capability of this device can therefore be improved to the required level by adding more fingers (i.e., resonator volume) to the AlN resonator depending on the specific application of interest. On the other hand, another important factor that can be negatively affecting the power handling capability of the LFE AlN resonators is the non-uniform distribution of the current density, as shown in Fig. 5. This aspect requires further study and it is not addressed in this paper.

All the advantages, related to the elimination of the bottom metal layer deposition, flexibility in material selection (both
the piezoelectric layer and conducting electrodes), fabrication simplicity, good power handling capability, and high yield, make the LFE scheme extremely suitable for post-CMOS integration applications. The only trade-off consists in the limited frequency range in which the resonators exhibit a high electromechanical coupling \( k_f^2 \) for a given thickness \( T \) of the piezoelectric material. Nevertheless, assuming a requirement of \( k_f^2 > 1\% \), the available wavelength range is between \( T/0.6 \) and \( T/0.27 \) theoretically [7], which corresponds to a useful frequency band equal to approximately 73% of the device center frequency for a certain fixed film thickness \( T \).

The novelty here consists in the idea of implementing a tunable supply voltage \( (V_{DD}) \) design. For the oscillator circuit in Fig. 1, the total transconductance can be expressed as:

\[
g_m = g_{m1} + g_{m2} \\
\approx \mu_n |C_\text{ox}| \frac{W_1}{L_1} \left( \frac{V_{DD}}{2} - V_{Tn} \right) \\
+ \mu_p |C_\text{ox}| \frac{W_2}{L_2} \left( \frac{V_{DD}}{2} - V_{Tp} \right)
\]

where \( \mu_n \) is the electron mobility; \( \mu_p \) is the hole mobility; \( C_\text{ox} \) is the capacitance per unit area of the gate oxide; \( V_{Tn} \) and \( V_{Tp} \) are the threshold voltages for NMOS and PMOS transistors, respectively; \( W_1/L_1 \) and \( W_2/L_2 \) are the effective channel width-to-length ratios for the two transistors. From Equation (1), we infer that the transconductance is linearly proportional to the supply voltage \( (V_{DD}) \) for a fixed layout design. Therefore the oscillator core proposed here (Fig. 1) can be effectively used as a tunable amplifier for the reconfigurable multi-frequency oscillator (timing) solution proposed in our previous work [13, 2]. This solution allows us to optimize the oscillator gain (i.e., power consumption) for each specific frequency of operation of the resonators, instead of being forced to operate with a fixed gain set by the highest frequency of oscillation. By adjusting \( V_{DD} \), the DC bias current and therefore the AC gain in the circuit can be set to the point that it is above the critical transconductance for the oscillations to start, so that both the phase noise performance and power consumption can be optimized for each switched-on resonator at a certain operating frequency.

### IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The AlN LFE resonators were fabricated in a two-mask micro-fabrication process shown in Fig. 6, while the tunable-supply-voltage oscillator circuit design was implemented in the AMIS 0.5 \( \mu m \) 5 V CMOS process. The MEMS resonator die was wirebonded to the integrated circuit (IC) chip, and all other electrical contacts were made through the RF and DC probes available in the Desert Cryogenics® TTP6 probe station. The oscillator output was directly probed on chip and monitored through an Agilent® E5052B SSA Signal Source Analyzer. As shown in Fig. 7, the measured phase noise of the 1.05 GHz MEMS oscillator is ~81 dBc/Hz at 1 kHz offset frequency and as low as ~146 dBc/Hz when larger than 3\( \times \)10\(^6\) Hz, with an output power of ~23 dBm. This phase noise performance already satisfies the stringent GSM requirements of Ultra High Frequency (UHF) local oscillators (LO) [14]. Taking into account that the LFE AlN resonators have a power handling capability much larger than ~23 dBm, the phase noise floor can be further reduced if the oscillator circuit is designed to operate at a higher power level.

By using this MEMS oscillator technology based on LFE piezoelectric AlN contour-mode resonators, multi-frequency operation over a given frequency range can be realized with much better phase noise performance than conventional LC oscillators. In this way, power-hungry Phase-Locked-Loop (PLL) circuits could be eliminated for frequency synthesis in
UHF LO. The electromechanical coupling coefficient (of –146 dBc/Hz, which satisfies the GSM requirements for resonators. The oscillator shows a phase noise performance of oscillator ever demonstrated using laterally vibrating MEMS have been demonstrated. This is the highest-frequency MEMS based on LFE piezoelectric AlN contour-mode resonators was made possible by depositing AlN directly on Si wafers and making the film thickness equal to 0.45 times the desired wavelength of operation. In the future, we would like to expand this oscillator technology to microwave frequencies.

Fig. 6. Fabrication process: (a) direct AlN deposition on top of Si wafers; (b) top Pt electrode deposition and patterning; (c) AlN dry etching by Inductively Coupled Plasma; (d) structure release by Si dry etching in XeF2.

Fig. 7. Measured phase noise of the 1.05 GHz MEMS oscillator based on LFE AlN resonators, with comparison to the GSM requirements of UHF LO.

V. CONCLUSION

Design, fabrication and testing of a 1.05 GHz oscillator based on LFE piezoelectric AlN contour-mode resonators have been demonstrated. This is the highest-frequency MEMS oscillator ever demonstrated using laterally vibrating MEMS resonators. The oscillator shows a phase noise performance of –81 dBc/Hz at 1 kHz offset frequency and a phase noise floor of –146 dBc/Hz, which satisfies the GSM requirements for UHF LO. The electromechanical coupling coefficient ($k^2$) for LFE resonators has been optimized to attain values up to 1.2 % with simultaneously high $Q$ (up to 2,200) in air. This was made possible by depositing AlN directly on Si wafers and making the film thickness equal to 0.45 times the desired wavelength of operation. In the future, we would like to expand this oscillator technology to microwave frequencies.
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